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WEST BENGAL STATE UNIVERSITY
B.A. Honours PART-I Examinations, 2016

HISTORy-HONOURS

PAPER-IDSA-II

Time Allotted: 4 Hours Full Marks: 100

Thefigures in the margin indicatefull marks.
Candidates should answer in their own words
and adhere to the word limit as practicable.
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Answer Question No.1 and any four questions from the rest.
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Group-A

~-~
1. Answer any four questions from the following:

~~-~~~mlft'e:

5x4 = 20

(a) Who were the 'Nayanars' and'Alwars'?

'~I~~t~''(3 ~Wf' m~?
(b) What were the differences between the Ghaznavid· and the Ghurid

invasions?

(c) Evaluate Zia-uddin Barani as a historian.

~1\h~P1<fl~ ~~Its~~ ~~ ~ ~ I
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(d) What is meant by the 'Khalji Revolution'?

'~~~'~~~?

(e) Do you think that the, Bay of Bengal was converted into a "Chola
Samudram"? .

~~~~ ?T~~~ 'CDM~' ~9\5~?

(f) What is the significance of the Battle of Talikota in India History?

\SHlc;!)~~~~C)j ~lMC<tlrol~~~9f'(~?

(g) Why did Raziya fail?

~ ~<U( ~C~~CG1"'1?

(h) Briefly mention the main points ofFiruz Shah Tughlaq's revenue measures.

~~~*,C<tl~ ~~~~~NC9f~lCG11D"'Il ~I

Group-B

~~~

Answer any four questions from the following

f.\ftM~ ClT-c<${ ~ ~ ~ lft'a
20x4 = 80

2. Explain the rise of Bengal as a regional power under Dharmapala and'
Devapala.

~9fta1~ ~~~~~<fi*~W~<ftt~~~~1

20

3. . Give an account of the local self-government under the Cholas? How does it 12+8
reflect on the nature of the Chola state?
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4. What were the problems faced by Ghiyasuddin Balban? How did he solve.
them?

8+12

fi)i~I)j~!ltt~ ~ f<ti f<ti ~ ~ ~C~NCa,~ ? ~ ~ ~~ ~~
<PC~N<P1~?

5. Trace the evolution of kingship in India from Iltutmish to Alauddin Khalji.

~~Wr ~ ~1'il~!ltt~ ~ ~ ~11Si\!)Cl1~~1~~ mtxt ~cf.tt~ I

20.

6. Discuss the reforms of Firoz Shah Tughlaq. To what extent was he
responsible for the decline of the DelhiSultanate?

~ ~ ~~a,C<p~ ~~~ ~fCa1I1)~1~ I ~ ~'1\!)10ll)jl!:!ICISiJ~~ ~
~~~~?

12+8

7. Assess the cultural and artistic achievements of the Vijaynagar empire.

~'iBf )jl!:!IC1SiJ~~~ '€ ~~ ~1<P111)~1~ I

20

8. Assess the contribution of the Ilyas Shahi dynasty to the political and
cultural history of Bengal.

'*.~~1iS1C~~<P'8 ~~~~~C)j ~~<r-.~ ~<l~IC~~~~ I

20

9. What were the salient features of Sher Shah's administration? Was he a
reformer or an innovator?

12+8

10. Write a note on the nature of Indian maritime trade prior to the advent of the 12+8
Portuguese. Did the coming of the Portuguese bring about any change in this
regard?
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